Chromosome Conformation Capture with Deep Sequencing to Study the Roles of the Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes Complex In Vivo.
Recent applications of chromosome conformation capture with deep sequencing (Hi-C and other C techniques) has enabled high-throughput investigations and driven major advances in understanding chromosome organization in bacteria and eukaryotes. C techniques reveal systematically the identities of interacting DNA and the frequency of each interaction in vivo. Beyond a bird's-eye view survey of the global chromosome architecture, C techniques together with genetic perturbation have proven to be powerful in understanding factors that shape chromosome architectures. The structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins play major roles in organizing the chromosomes from bacteria to humans, and C techniques have contributed to understanding their mechanism and impact on genome organization in a cellular context. Here, I describe a Hi-C protocol, a variant of C techniques, to construct genome-wide DNA contact maps for bacteria. This protocol is optimized for the gram-negative bacterium Caulobacter crescentus, but it can be readily adapted for any bacterial species of interest.